
Saturday, December 11, 2021
1:00 pm AZ/MT by Zoom

Our Annual Free December Meeting
A panel of three well known members of TAG discuss: 

“What’s Coming Up in 2022” 
All donations gladly accepted!

TO REGISTER with a donation go to our website events page:
www.tucsonastrologersguild.org/202  1  -events   
Use the PayPal button to send the donation.

OR email Gael at info@tucsonastrologersguild.net
Gael will email you the link to the Zoom event. 

Information: 520-216-0217 
Susie Cox will give an easy to understand overview of what will be happening astrologically 
for 2022. She will cover the planetary configurations, including Jupiter conjunct Neptune, 
Mars conjunct Venus as well as the last pass of Saturn square Uranus. The Moon’s Nodes are 
changing signs to Taurus and Scorpio. Also, the Chinese New Year, Eclipses, retrogrades and 
the visible planets for the year. This will give you an early glimpse of 2022. Susie lectures 
internationally, is a prolific blogger, writes a monthly newsletter and has written 7 books. 
Find out more about Susie at www.SusieCox.com  
Dale O’Brien will talk about the 2022 Jupiter & Neptune conjunction in Pisces, sharing 
related U.S. history, the most recent previous Jupiter & Neptune conjunction, mythology, and
their 2022 Sabian Symbol. The latter has, as he sees it, different probable expressions 
depending on a person's consciousness. He will have a few slides to go along with his words. 
Dale has been a professional astrologer and Certified Astro*Carto*Graphy Interpreter since 
1991.  His astrological writings have appeared in THE MOUNTAIN ASTROLOGER magazine 
and elsewhere.  www.chironsouljourneytruth.com    

Tom Withey will be discussing the current economic factors and future trends; how they will 
affect our personal finances and well-being for 2022 and the next several years, examining the 
impact of the Pluto return in the U.S. chart and how it caused the death and re-birth in other 
nations over the last several millennia. Uranus, Neptune transits will be looked at as well as the 
2022-25 eclipses and eclipse paths going directly over the U.S. map; how and why this will deeply 
impact our economic future. Crytocurrencies will be covered as well as historical periods of 
pandemics. Tom serves on the TAG steering committee as Secreatry and tech person 
extraordinaire.
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